We present an algorithm to express Wilson lines that are defined on piecewise linear paths in function of their individual segments, reducing the number of diagrams needed to be calculated. The important step lies in the observation that different linear path topologies can be related to each other using their color structure. This framework allows one to easily switch results between different Wilson line topologies, which is helpful when testing different structures against each other.
Introduction
Wilson lines, path-ordered exponentials of the gauge field, are generally defined along a path C as:
where the symbol P denotes path ordering and λ is a parameterization of the path. A Wilson line's gauge transform only depends on the endpoints, which is a property that can be used to give gauge invariant definitions for bilocal operators.
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The applicability of Wilson lines is very broad. E.g. in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) they are used-among others-in the study of jet quenching 18 and as basic ingredients for a framework where QCD is fully recast in loop space based on a geometric evolution.
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This is an Open Access article published by World Scientific Publishing Company. It is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 (CC-BY) License. Further distribution of this work is permitted, provided the original work is properly cited. Figure 1 . n-gluon radiation for a Wilson line going from a µ to +∞.
Linear Path Segments
Before we go to more complex calculations, we review the calculation of one linear segment. There are four possible linear path structures: it can be a finite path, a semi-infinite line, or a fully infinite line. In this paper we don't treat the last case.
We start with a semi-infinite line from a point a µ to +∞ along a directionn µ :
It is then straightforward to calculate the segment integrals (see Fig. 1 ):
Next we investigate a path that starts at −∞ and goes up to a point b µ :
The resulting path integral is almost the same as before:
which differs from (3) only in the accumulation of momenta in the denominators. We now introduce a shorthand notation to denote the path structure for a Wilson line segment. We represent the two structures we already calculated as:
Path reversing equals changing the type and flippingn. 24;25 We represent this as:
A nice feature of this notation is that we get a symbolic "mirror relation":
It can be shown 24;25 that a finite line equals a product of two semi-infinite lines:
which can be illustrated schematically as:
Relating Different Path Topologies
We can trivially relate all six path structures to each other, except two which are related by a sign difference and an interchange of momentum indices:
We can exploit this relation when connecting a Wilson line to a blob:
The blob can contain anything but Wilson lines, and gluon propagators are automatically absorbed into the blob. It is defined as the sum of all possible crossings, making it symmetric under the simultaneous interchange of Lorentz, color, and momentum indices. As the Lorentz structure of the Wilson line is symmetric, that of F is automatically symmetric as well. This then induces a color-momentum relation: an interchange of momentum variables is equivalent to an interchange of the corresponding color indices. Hence the two structures in Eq. (11) are related by:
. . . .
Often the blob has a factorable color structure, i.e.
We then can factor out the full color structure from the diagram, implying that the difference between both structures only lies in the color factor in front:
The yellow wavy lines are a reminder that there is no color structure left in the blob. If the blob isn't color factorable, one can write it as a sum of factorable terms:
such that we can repeat the same procedure as before.
Piecewise Linear Wilson Lines
It is not so difficult to generalize the former tricks to piecewise linear Wilson lines. The main difference is that a blob can be connected to several blobs at once. The symmetry properties are then no longer valid for the full blob, but still on a segmentby-segment basis. We can form a basic set of diagrams which span all diagrams
They are the easiest represented schematically:
To relate different path structures, we just use the same trick as before, e.g. :
To implement this formally, we define a path function Φ per diagram for a given blob, that gives the color structure in function of the path type. For the leading order 2 gluon blob, this is straightforward:
:
where φ J represents the structure type of the segment:
Let us now introduce a new notation, to indicate a full diagram but without the color content, in which a blob is connected to m Wilson line segments with n i gluons connected to the i-th segment:
We can now give a symbolic expression for a 4-gluon blob connected to a piecewise linear Wilson line:
24;25
Both the Φ ni··· and W ni··· can be calculated independently of the path structure, giving a result depending on n J , r J and φ J , which then can easily be ported to different path structures.
Example Calculation
Let us illustrate our framework with a small example, viz. the LO 2-gluon blob. At any order, there are 2 possible 2-gluon diagrams: (20) At NLO the blob is just an LO gluon propagator. The color factors are given in Eq. (16) . We show here the result for the second diagram at r J = r K . If both segments are on-LC, the result is:
If both segments are off-LC, the result can be expressed in function of the angle χ:
For simplicity we normalize the directions, i.e. |n K | = |n J |. This gives: 
If |n K | = |n J |, only Υ is affected and will be a bit more involving.
